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The Gauss-Poisson (G-P) process introduced in Newman [3] and discussed in Milns and 
Westcott [2] is represented as the superposition of the marginal processes of a Poisson proces 
defined on the product space X x X and an independent Poisson process on X. This representa- 
tion explains directly many of the properties of the G-P process and indicates it mean+ of 
simulating its realizations. 
-~ 
(oint orocess Poisson process Gauss-Poisson process 1 
Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space that is second countable. Let S(X) 
be the smallest a-algebra of subsets of X containing all open sets. Let 3 be a 
nonatomic Radon Bore1 measure on the product space X x X = X2. Let N, denote 
the Poisson process on X2 with intensity measure A. (See Jagers [ 11, for example, 
for the necessary background to this paper.) In this note we prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem. Suppose A (1 x X), A (X x I) < x, for compact I in B(X). The prsba 
ity generating functionaE (p.g.f.) of the bivariate process (N, (I x X). IV, (X x I)), I 
in B(X), is given by 
E exp log f&)N., (dx x X)+ 
I 
logfz(x)N\ (X x dx) 
= exp, [fl (x)- l]A (dx x l-Y)+ 
I 
[f?(y)- 11.9 (X x dy; 
4” [fl (x) - l] [f*(y) - l]n (dx x dy) 
I 
fwXx)= exp(g, (x)} with g, (x) continuous cznd of conqmct s~~~~~~t~ i = 1.2. 
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Pmof. Tha: p.g.f. of the process NA is given by 
E exp (Ijlosf(~,y)N,,(dxxdy)}=exp(lI[f(x.y)-l]A(dxxdy)}. 
Expression (1) follows on setting f(x, y ) = fi (x)fi (y ). 
The above result leads to t&e following. 
Corollary I. The first order factorial cumulant measures of the bivariate process are 
A (dx x X) and A (x x dy) respectively. The second order joint cumulant meusure is 
A (cix x dy). Ml the other fczctorial cumulant measures are identically 0. 
Cor,oky 2* Let the point process Nz on X be obtained by superposing the processes 
NA ((1 x X) and PTA (X x I), I.e. 
NW) = iY, (I x X)-t N, (X x I). 
7’he p.g,f_ of the process N: is gl ‘uen by 
Eexp[[ logf(x)Nl(dx)}= 
= exp V(x)--I][A(dxxX)+A(Xxdx)] 
(2) 
CorolUary 3. The Gauss-Poisson process with parameters A(dx), H(dx X dy) has 
P&f* 
exp [f(x)- I]h(dx‘)+$ 1 - If v’(x)- Mf(Yb- v(dx XdY) ’ I (3) 
whereh(dx)~O,H(dxxdy)=tH(dyxdx)~OandH(IxJ)~h(I),h(J)forI,J 
in 13 (Xi), (see Milne and Westcott [Z]). This p.g.f. (3) is that of N + N& where N is a 
Poisson process on X with intensity measure h (dx ) - H(dx x X) and N is indepen e 
dent of the process N& . 
Remarks. Milne and Westcott [Z] go on to consider ‘a process with p.g.f. 
fi [f(q)-l]Hk(dx,x~~+dxk) (4) 
It is apparent hat such processes may be obtainedl by adding independent processes 
N ?i, cm X where 
N;Jl) = i N,,, (Xi-’ X I X xk--j) 
j=l 
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with N,,, Poisson on Xk and k = 1,. . ., K. In fact the p.g.f. of the process 
constructed in this way is 
and it is well defined provided 
Oan,(Xj-‘xZxXk-j)<OO (6) 
fori j = 1,. . ., k and Z compact in B(X). If desired, the functional (5) may be 
~-expressed in the manner of (4). However, the inequalities (6) are not so directly 
stated in terms of the H,. 
h the case that Ak is a measure on Xk, k = 1,2,. . . with 
$.. -$ fik (xi-’ x z x x”-j) < O” 
= 
for compact Z, a process with p.g.f. 
” f(Xj)- 11”” (dxl X * l * X dXk) 
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